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Abstract 
Hobart, S.A. On designs related to coherent configurations of type (’ f), Discrete Mathemat- 
ics 94 (1991) 103-127. 
Coherent configurations of type (* i) correspond to certain complementary pairs of 2-designs 
with two or three intersection sizes, which are investigated in this paper. We establish relations 
on the parameters of such designs, and use them to show the Witt design Y(5.8.24) is 
determined by the association scheme on its blocks, and to characterize the family of designs 
based on systems of linked symmetric designs. 
0. Introduction 
Coherent configurations of type (’ z) (which we will write as (2,2; n)) 
correspond to complementary pairs of 2-designs. These are symmetric designs for 
n = 2, and quasi-symmetric designs for n = 3. The correspondence between pairs 
of quasi-symmetric designs and coherent configurations was exploited in [lo], 
which is also a basic reference for coherent configurations (c.c.‘s). 
In this paper we study the designs corresponding to c.c.‘s of type (2,2; 4). 7%~ 
study was motivated by some of the examples which are listed in Section 3; in 
particular, the Witt design 9’(5,8,24) is such a design. 
A C.C. of type (2,2; 4) corresponds to a pair of 2-designs each having either two 
or three block intersection sizes, and we will refer to the design with the smaller 
block size (or either one if they have the same block size) as the design associated 
with the C.C. If the design is quasi-symmetric, then the C.C. of type (2,2; 4) is a 
refinement (see [lo]) of the C.C. of type (2,2; 3) and we refer= iu it as a (2.2; 4) 
refinement of the quasi-symmetric design. A design with three intersection sizes 
which satisfies the conditions necessary to be associated with a C.C. of type 
(2,2; 4) is said to be strictly coherert 
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A cc. of type (2,2; 4) has a subconfiguration of type (4) whose objects are the 
blocks of the design; this is called the block configuration. C.c.‘s of type (4) are 
the (not necessarily symmetric) association schemes with three associate classes, 
and have been studied in [ll] and [15]. We only consider the case where the 
block configuration is symmetric. 
Standard techniques are used in Section 4 to derive parameter equations for the 
coherent configuration, and hence for the related designs. These equations are 
then used in the remainder of the paper. 
Section 5 considers the question of what we can say about a C.C. of type (2,2; 4) 
with given block configuration. In particular, we show that Y(5,8,24) is 
characterized as a strictly coherent design by the intersection matrices of its block 
configuration, and that a rectangular lattice scheme is never the block configura- 
tion of a c.c. of type (2,2; 4). 
In Section 6, we consider c.c.‘s of type (2,2; 4) whose block configurations are 
imprimitive association schemes. We characterize the designs based on systems of 
linked symmetric designs (Example S), and show that no similar family of 
examples arises from quasi-symmetric designs. 
1. Definitions 
Let X be a finite set, and f;: E X2, for i E I, be a binary re!ation on X, where I is 
an indexing set. % = (X, (&) is a coherent configuration (c.c.) if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(l= l) Wid is a partition of X2. 
(1.2) For all i E I, f: =fi8 for some i* E 1. 
(3) J (I diag(X’) # 8 implies f;: E diag(X2). 
(4) If (x, y) l fk, then 1 {z: (x, z) EJ and (z, y) EJ} 1 is a constant depending 
only on i, i, and k (for i, i, k E I). This constant is denoted pg. 
The C.C. is homogeneous if diag(X2) =J f or some i, symmetric if ff =A for all i, 
and commutative if pt = pi for all i, j, k E I. 
There is a standard partition (X&EQ of X such that for all i E I, J E Xa x Xs 
for some a, /3 E 52 and diag(Xi) = fi for some i. Let I@ = (i: fi c X& x Xs}. % is 
said to have rank III and type (IILyBI). Note that the type is a symmetric matrix, so 
the entries below the diagonal are usually omitted. 
The fibers of % are %” = (X,, (f;.)icIou), which are homogeneous c.c.‘s with 
rank lI”*I. If J E Ps and x EX,, then ni = l{y: (x, y) E&}] is a constant. 
In terms of this terminology, the association schemes with n associate classes 
are precisely the commutative (which implies homogeneous) rank n + 1 c.c.‘s. 
A C-C. %’ = (X’, (ff)ie,*) is a refinement of % = (X, (f;.)iE,) if X = X’, and for 
all j E I, there is a subset I/ of I’ such that 4 = Ui,,,! f fa In this case, Ce is said to be 
obtained from %’ by fusion. If V is of type (r,@), it is an (rap) refinement of %. 
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Corresponding to the relations 6 are the 1x1 X 1x1 adjacency matrices Ai, where 
(A ) i x.y = 1 if (x, y) E&, and 0 otherwise. The Ai are a basis for the adjacency 
algebra d(V). The regular representation of this algebra maps the matrices Ai to 
the intersection matrices Mi which are ]Zj X IZl matrices with (Mi),, =p$ 
A basic reference for coherent configurations is [lo], and the reader is referred 
to that paper for more details. 
Theorem 1.1 [lo]. For a CC. Ce as above, 
(1.5) pink =pb*ni, 
(1.6) Zf j E ZPy and k E I”’ 
’ 
then zislp$ = nj*, 
(1.7) MiMj = C p:Mk. 
We will make frequent use of this theorem without explicit reference. 
The algebra d(E) has irreducible representations, and we will consider these 
and their multiplicities in the regular representation. In the case of a homoge- 
neous c.c., these are just the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrices and their 
multiplicities. The representations satisfy orthogonality relations and Krein 
conditions; see [lo] for more details. 
The subject of this paper is c.c.‘s of type (’ 2) (which we will write as (2,2; 4)). 
These turn out to be 2-designs satisfying certain properties. [8] is a reference for 
material on t-(v, k, A) designs. We will use the term design to refer to a Zdesign, 
and assume that designs have no repeated blocks. If 9 is a t-design, BP and 3’ 
will denote the derived and residual designs respectively. 
A design is symmetric if any two distinct blocks have the same number of points 
in common; it is quasi-symmetric f the number of points in common with two 
distinct blocks takes on two different values. The possible values for the number 
of points in common with two distinct blocks will be referred to as the (block) 
intersection sizes of the design. 
If a design 9 has block intersection size Xi, the block graph corresponding to xi 
is the graph with vertices the blocks of 9 and adjacency defined by intersecting in 
xi points. For a quasi-symmetric design, the two block graphs are strongly 
regular, where a graph is said to be strongly regular if it is regular and the number 
of vertices adjacent to two given vertices depends only on whether they are 
adjacent or not. 
2. Type (2,2;4) 
Let q = (X9 (&)ic,) b e a C.C. of type (2,2; 4). We can write X = X1 U X2, snd 
number the relations so the fibers are 
ze’ = (Xl 9 (f4, fs)) with diag(Xf) = f4, 
z2 = (X2, (fo, fi, f2, f3)) with diag(X$) =&, 
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and X1 x X2=f6Uf& X2X X1 =fgUff, with fi=fs and f; =fg. %* is a C.C. of 
type (4) called the block configuration. It is always commutative since it has rank 
~5 [12], and hence is an association scheme with 3 associate classes. C.c.‘s of type 
(4j have been studied in [ 111 and [ 151. In this paper, we will consider only c.c.‘s 
of type (2,2; 4) with symmetric block configuration. The graphs c = (X2, &) will 
be referrred to as the block graphs; this is not exactly the same as our use of the 
term earlier, but should cause no confusion. 
Proposition 2.1. (Xi, X *, 6 is a 2-design with at most three intersection sizes. f ) 
Proof. Call the elements of X1 points and the elements of X2 blocks. Two 
distinct points are in p& blocks, a block contains p& points, and two blocks 
intersect in p1 68, p&, or p& points. Cl 
Note that (X, , X2, f7) is the complement of this design and hence also a 
Mesign with at most three intersection sizes. We number f6 and f7 so that 
(Xl, X2, fs) is a 2-(v, k, A) design with k 9 v/2, and refer to this as the design 
associated with the C.C. 
We next examine the conditions under which a design is associated with a C.C. 
of type (2,2; 4). 
Suppose 9 is a 2-design with three symmetric irreflexive binary relations fi , fi, 
and fs defined on the blocks which satisfy the following conditions: 
(2.1) For any two distinct blocks B1 and Bj2: (B, , B2) ~fi: for exactly one 
i E {1,2, 3). 
(2.2) If (B,, B2) E&, then the number of points incident with both B1 and B2 is 
xi, and ~2 #xX3. 
(2.3) If p is a point and B a block, the number of blocks incident with p having 
relation fi to B depends only on whether p is incident with B or not. This number 
is denoted IV if p is incident with B, and P if p is not incident with B. 
(2.4) If B1 and B2 are blocks, then the number of blocks C with (B,, C) ~fi 
and (C, B2) ~5. depends only on the relation between B1 and B2. It is denoted pf 1 
if (B,, B2) EJ, i = 1, 2, 3. 
A design associated with a C.C. of type (2,2; 4) clearly satisfies (2.1)-(2.4). We 
will show that assuming these regularity conditions is enough to go from a design 
to a (2,2; 4) C.C. 
The design and the relations fi, f2, and f3 give rise to a configuration in a 
natural way. Let X = 9 U 3, where 9 is the set of points of $9 and 9 is the set of 
blocks, and define additional relations by 
fo = diag( 9*), fj = diag(P*), k = P* - diag( P’), 
f6 = {(p, B): point p is incident with block B}, f?=9x%-Ji, 
h=fL fg=f$. 
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Theorem 2.2. (X, (f&J is a coherent configuration of type (2,2; 4). 
roof. (X8 (j&J clearly satisfies (l.l)-( 1.3) for a C.C. It remains to check (1.4), 
that is, that the ~$3 are well-defined; this is equivalent to showing that the linear 
span of the relations is a subalgebra of the algebra of u + & x v + b matrices (see 
[lOI) . 
Let C be the incident matrix of the design, and Ai be the matrix of the relation 
f;:. As usual, J is the all 1 matrix of appropriate size, so A3 = J - I - Al - AZ. The 
relations J correspond to matrices as follows (we assume X is arranged with the 
blocks before the points); 
The result follows from the following matrix calculations. (9, 9, &) is a 
2-design, so the following equations hold: 
We also 
CC’ = (r - ny + w, CJ = rJ, JC=W. 
have, from (2.2)-(2.4), 
CA1 = (N - P)C + PJ, 
C’C = (k - x3)I + (xl - x3)A1 + (x2 - x3)A2 + x3J, 
A~=(nl-p:l)l+(p:l-p~,)A,+(p:l-p:,)A,+p:~J. 
From (CC’)C = C(C’C), 
(r - n)C + MJ = (k - x3)C + (x1 - x3)CA 1 + (x2 - xJ)CA2 + x3rJ. 
thus CA2 E (J, C). Similarly, 
AZ& E (1, J, Al, A,). 0 
We can obviously replace 
computing C’CA, and A, C’C, we get A1A2 = 
fi by fi or f3 in the conditions (2.1)-(2.4) by 
renumbering the relations. If the design is quasi-symmetric, we will usually 
assume x2 = x3, and check that the conditions hold for f2. 
Conditions (2.3) and (2.4) are both required for a design to be associated with 
a C.C. of type (2,2; 4) in this way. The inversive planes of odd order satisfy (2.3) 
but not (2.4), and the 2-(56,12,3) design in [3) satisfies (2.4) but not (2.3). 
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3. Examples 
In this section, we list the known examples of c.c.‘s of type (2,2; 4). In each 
case, we describe the associated esign (and the refinement, in the case of two 
intersection sizes). 
Example 1 (3-subsets). The design on u points whose blocks are all subsets of 
order 3. 
Example 2 (3-dimensional subspaces). Let V be a d-dimensional vector space 
over GF(q), d > 6. Define a design by taking the points to be the l-dimensional 
subspaces of V, and the blocks to be the 3-dimensional subspaces. 
Example 3 ((d-3)-dimensional subspaces). The design whose points are the 
l-dimensional subspaces and blocks are the (d - 3)-dimensional subspaces of V 
(V as above, d 2 7). 
Example 4 (Inversive planes of even order). A finite inversive plane of even 
order is a 3-(j2 + 1, j + 1, 1) design with j a power of 2 (see, e.g. [9]). For j > 4, 
such a design has three intersection sizes- 0, 1, and 2-and is associated with a 
c.c. of type (2,2; 4). 
Example 5 (Designs based on systems of linked symmetric designs). Let 
(Q,, Q2, - l -, Sz,} be a system of linked symmetric designs, i.e. a collection of 
sets together with incidence relations Ej such that (Q, Qi, ej) is a symmetric 
2-(v, k, I.) design for all i #j. (See [6], where these are called systems of linked 
projective designs.) We define a design based on this system as follows: Let Q, be 
the point set, Q, U Q2 U - l l U at_, be the block set, and define incidence by 
p E Q is incident with B E Q if p E B in (a,, 52,, F;,), 1 s i 6 I - 1. This is based 
on an example of Mathon in [ 151. 
Example 6 (Designs based on an afine design and a quasi-symmetric design ). Let 
S@, be a 2-(vi, k,, A,) design which is affine, i.e. the blocks of !S, can be 
partitioned into parallel classes uch that any two nonparallel blocks intersect in a 
points; say there are v2 blocks per parallel class. Let S2 be a quasi-symmetric 
2-(v2, k2, A2) design. We define a design 5!J by taking the points to be the points 
of !Z$, and the blocks to be unions of k2 parallel blocks of g,, chosen as follows: 
The blocks of a parallel class may be considered to be the points of B2; take the 
unions of all k2-subsets which correspond to blocks of B2. The simplest example 
of this is: the points are the points of an affine plane, and the blocks are pairs of 
parallel lines. In general, SB is a 2-(v,, klk2, hlr2 + (r, - &)A,) design with three 
intersection sizes which is associated with a C.C. Note that if we instead take SS2 
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to be a symmetric design, then SJ is strongly resolvable, and this is Hughes and 
Piper’s construction in [ 141. 
Example 7 (Sporadic examples). (a) Y’(4,5, ll), 
(b) 9(4,5, ll)? 
(c) ~(5,8,24), 
(d) ~(5,8,24~, 
(e) BP, where SJ is the design based on the codewords of weight 12 in the 
Golay code of length 24. 
(f) Let 9 be the design based on the codewords of weight 12 in the extended 
quadratic residue code of length 48 over GF(2). Then S@,, is a 4-(47, 11,8) design 
(see [l]) with three intersection sizes which is associated with a C.C. of type 
(272; 4). 
Example 8 (Pair designs with a parallelism). The design on u points whose 
blocks are the pairs of points is a quasi-symmetric 2-(v, 2, 1) design. If u is even, 
there is a parallelism on the blocks [2], and this defines a (2,2; 4) refinement. 
Example 9 (Lines in ajjine space). Let V be a d-dimensional vector space over 
GF(q), with d 2 3. The points and lines of V define a quasi-symmetric 2-(qd, q, 1) 
design, and the refinement is given by the usual parallelism. 
Example 10 (Unifals in PG(2, q*) with a quasi-parallelism). If V is a 3- 
dimensional vector space over GF(q*) and f is a hermitian inner product on V, 
the isotropic and non-isotropic points of PV form a 2-(q3 + 1, q + 1, 1) design 
called a unital with orthogonality as incidence. The design is quasi-symmetric, 
and orthogonality of blocks defines a (2,2; 4) refinement on intersection size 0. 
The new relation on the blocks is a quasi-parallelism in the sense of [ 1 l), where 
these examples were first defined. 
Example 11 (Unitals in PG(2, q*) with a parallelism). Let 9 be the unital defined 
in Example 9. A degenerate line I of PV defines a parallelism (and hence a 
(2,2; 4) refinement) whose q* parallel classes are nX = {x} U {L’: L is a 
nondegenerate line containing x}, where x runs through the q* non-isotropic 
points of 1. This is a generalization of an example of Brouwer [4]. 
Example 12 (Refinements of a strongly resolvable design based on a strongly 
regular graph). Let SJ be a strongly resolvable design, so CS is quasi-symmetric 
and the blocks may be partitioned into d classes such that the intersection size of 
two blocks depends only on whether they are in the same class or not. Let r be a 
strongly regular graph on d points. Then r defines a (2,2; 4) refinement as 
follows: Let 561, . . . , !3Bd be the block classes. Define a new relation fi by 
f p p\ c c if !? E Bi, C E 9$, i #j, and t is adjacent to j in r. fu, -/ L-J.? -- 
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4. Parameter equations 
This section develops equations which hold for the parameters of a coherent 
configuration of type (2,2; 4) with symmetric rank 4 fiber. We will use the 
following notation. 
Let % = (X, (&I) b e a cc. of type (2,2; 4) over I = (0, 1, . . . ,9} with 
standard partition (Xi, X,) such that 1” = (4, S}, I22 = (0, 1, 2, 31, 112 = (6, 7}, 
and Z21 = {8,9} with 6* = 8 and 7” = 9. Thus Z2 = (X2, (f0,fi,f2,f3)) is a rank 4 
symmetric C.C. (and an association scheme with 3 associate classes). Let ni = pz, 
i = 1, 2,3. The character multiplicity table of Ce2 may be written as follows: 
1 nl n2 n3 1 
I 011 4312 013 Zl 
1 921 022 e23 z2 
1 (331 032 033 z3- 
(x1, X29f6) and (xl, x 2, 7 are a complementary pair of designs; renumber f6 f) 
and f7 if necessary so (Xi, X2, f6) is the design associated with the configuration, 
that is (Xi, X2, fJ has k s v/2. This design has parameters r~ = 1X,1, 6 = 1X,1, 
k =pk, r =p&, arid A =p&. There are at most 3 block intersection sizes, 
denoted x1 =p&, x2 =p&, and x3 =p&. It will be shown later that there are at 
least two block intersection sizes. If there are exactly two intersection sizes, the 
associated esign is quasi-symmetric, and the configuration is a refinement of the 
(2,3; 3) C.C. for that design. 
Other notation which will be used is 
Nl =&I, N2 =pz2, N3 =pz3, 
8 =pL, e2 = &* p3 = pz3. 
In terms of the design, these may be interpreted as follows: Given a block B and 
a point p, the number of blocks C containing p such that (B, C) ~j (i = 1,2,3 ) is 
N,ifpEBandP,ifp$B. 
We now state the theorem relating these parameters. This is not an exhaustive 
list of the parameter elations following from coherent configuration conditions; 
see also [ll] for equations involving only the block configuration. 
Theorem 4.1. The parameters of a C.C. of type (2,2; 4) with symmetric block 
configuration sarisfy the following conditions : 
(4.1) Xini = Nik, i = 1,2,3, 
(4.2) (k - xi)ni = &J - k), i = 1, 2, 3, 
(4.3) l+N,+N,+N,=r, 
(4.4) PI + P2 + P3 = r, 
(4.5) k+xIN,+x2N2+x3N3=r+A(k-l), 
(4.6) xiNi + (k - xi)6 = k + xlp{i + x2pii + ~3p$i, i = i, 2, 3, 
(43 
(4-8) 
(49 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
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XiNi + (k - xi)4 = xIP{~ + ~2piZj + x3p$r i + j, i, j E { 1,2, 3)) 
21 = v - 1, 
@Ii = Ni - fl, i = 1, 2, 3, 
k+x,&, +x2@,2+~30,3=r-A, 
k + ~~02~ + x26122 + a.3023 = 0, 
k + x103, +x2032 + x3033 = 0. 
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These equations can be used to show that the associated esign has at least two 
intersection sizes. 
Proposition 4.2. There is no C.C. of type (2,2; 4) with x1 = x2 = x3. 
Proof. Suppose x1 = x2 =x3. Then by (4.6) and (4.7) we have 
xaNI + (k -x,)P, = k +xl(pfl +p:, +p&) = k +xl(nI - 1) 
and 
Therefore k = x1 and every block must have the same point set, so every point is 
incident with every block. But then f7 = 8, a contradiction. q 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The intersection matrices for % will be given in terms of 
the matrices MT = (p&xO,tE,X~. The matrix MT is the (P, I”B) block of AZi if 
i E Imp, where Mi is blocked according to the standard partition. Using the 
parameters defined earlier, these matrices are 
Mi=I, 
M:= 
Nl PI 
n,-Nl ) n,-P, ’ 
N2 ” ), 
n2 - N2 n2 - P2 
l#=I, 
MG=I, 
/o 0 1 o\ 
MS= 
1 
0 p:2 Pf2 PT2 
n2 Pit PZ2 PZ2 1 
? 
\ 0 pi2 ~232 p;2J 
M;= 
( 
0 Pi3 PT3 PT3 
0 Pi3 P223 P.:3 
, 
123 pi3 p53 p:3 
M”,=I, 
M:=(; ,g 
M;= 
0 
b-r 
Note that since we assume 
O=G, j, ks3. 
Equation (4.1)-(4.7) follow 
The character-multiplicity 
multiplicity table for Ce’ is 
1 v-l 1 
1 -1 I v - 1. 
the block configuration is symmetric, p$ = pi, for 
from these matrices and Theorem 1.1. 
table for V2 was give earlier. The character 
The only possibility is that % has two representations of degree 1 and two of 
degree 2. Thus one of the Zi must be v - 1; renumber if necessary so this is zl. 
Then the degrees for % are 
e,=e,,+e20- 2, el=ell+e,,=2, 
e3 = e23 =l, and e4=e24= 1. 
The multiplicities are 1, z1 = v - 1, z2, and z3. The irreducible representations do, 
Al, A2, and A3 are given in Table 1, and equations (4.8)-(4.12) follow from this. 
The Eij are the 2 x 2 matrix units, and cul = (kr)!, cy2 = (nl - Nl)(kr)t/Pl, and 
B1= -/?, = (r - A)!. Cl 
A coherent configuration of type (2,2; 4) is associated with a design with either 
two or three intersection sizes. For each case, we can use theorem 4.1 to express 
all the parameters in terms of a small number of them. 
A strictly coherent design of type (2,2; c + 1) is a 2-design (9, 9, F) with c 
intersection sizes x1, x2, . . . , xc such that X = 9 U 9 together with the natural 
relations is a C.C. of type (2, 2; c + 1). That is, let 6) = diag(S2), fi: = ((B, c): IL3 n 
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Table 1 
Irreducible representations 
- 
A0 Al A2 A3 
A0 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
AS 
45 
4 
43 
A9 
mult. 
E,, 
n,E,* 
n2&* 
n3&1 
(u -E;iE22 
N521 
a2E21 
a1 El2 
&2El2 
1 
El1 
e,J%, 
e12Ell 
e13Ell 
E22 
/ii,:; 
B2E21 
B2E12 
B2El2 
*1 
1 1 
e 21 8 31 
8 22 8 32 
823 833 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
z2 z3 
Cl =xi), fc+,=diag(P*), fc+2=9*-fr+l, fc+~=F, fc+,=9xB-F, L+~=f:+3, 
f f:+4; c+6 = then (X, (J)FZz) is a C.C. of type (2,2; c + 1). Examples l-7 are 
strictly coherent designs of type (2,2; 4). 
For strictly coherent designs of type (2,2; 4), we can express all of the 
parameters in terms of seven of them. 
Proposition 4.3. The parameters of a strictly coherent design of type (2,2; 4) may 
be expressed in terms of b, v, k, xl, x2, x3, and pi, as follows: 
bk r=- 
VU 
,=bk(k-1) 
v(v - 1) ’ 
1 
n, = 
(XI - Xz)(XI - 4 
(kr - k* + Ak(k - 1) +x2x3(6 - 1) - (x2 + x#(r - l)), 
n2 =L(k(r-I)-(xl-x,)n,-x,(b-I)), nJ=b-(1+nl+n2), 
x2 --x3 
Ni = xini f k, fi = 
(k - xi)ni 
(v-k) ’ 
i = 1,2, 3, 
p:, = -!- (k + x,(n, - Nr - 1) - (x1 - x3)ph - (k - x#‘I), 
x1 -x2 
P& = -!-- (P,(k - x3) - x3(nl - I$) - (#I - ~3)phh)~ $2 -x3 
p;*=- l (P2(k -x3)-x&2- N2)- (xl-x3>Pi1h 
x2 -x3 
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8 
x+yi 
*l= 2(x* - xg) ’ 
where 
x = p& - x3) -&(x1 - x3) + IA(x1 - x2)), 
y = x2 + 4(x2 - x3)@1(x2 - x3) - pL(k - x3) + dl(k - x2)), 
8 
x-y: 
31 = 2(x* - x3) ’ 
8 i2 = --((xl - x3)0il+ k -x3)/(x2 - x3), i = 2,3, 
0. = 13 -!l_Oi~-Oi2, i=2,3, 
21 = v -1, 
(v - b)x - 2(x2 - x3)(@ - l)(N, - 6) + h) 
y5 ? 
z3=b-v-z*. 
Proof. These are a direct consequence 
mention some of the details. 
n 1, n2: Solve the svstem of equations 
n,+n2+n3=b-1, 
xlnl + x2n2 + x3n3 - kr - k, 
of the equations in Theorem 4.1. We 
~$2~ + xifn2 + xgn3 = kr + hk(k - 1) - k*. 
p&: Use the equations 
x,p:, +x2&* = x,N, + (k - x,)Pl - k - x3p&, 
pL +A = nl -A - 1. 
p& and pz2 are obtained similarly from (4.6) and (4.7). 
From the representation table, it follows that, for i = 2, 3 
G =nl +p:lei* +pTlei* +p:l@iJ 
Using this, together with the equations 
k + ~~tili~ + x2Oi2 + x30i3 = 0 and 1 + oil+ 0i2 + 0i3 = 0, 
we can express 0i2 and 0i3 in terms of oil, and derive a quadratic equation with 
solutions & and &. 021 is arbitrarily chosen to be the larger solution. 
The formula for z2 is obtained by solving the equations 
z2+z3=b-l-zl, 
t)*,z2 + &z3 = -nl - f&zl, (from trace MI = trace Al = 0) 
for z2 and substituting the values for & 1, 021, t331, and zl. Note that this requires 
va*1+ 31. 8 0 
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Proposition 4.4. In a strictly coherent design of type (2,2; 4), & # &, . 
Proof. 
021, nl 
regular 
Suppose 021 = &I. Then the graph G has three eigenvalues n,, &,, and 
has multiplicity 1 and eigenvector the all-l vector, therefore 4 is strongly 
and p:, =pfl. Now e2, = &, , which happens if and only if y2 = 0, i.e. 
0 = (PL(x2 - d - PL(xl -x3) + P:*(xI - x2H2 
+ 4(x2 - xdh(x2 - ~3) - p;dk - xd + p:dk - ~2)) 
which implies (piI -p:1)2 + 4(nl -p:~) = 0. Therefore pi, =p$ =pfl = n,, but 
PiI s n, - 1, a contradiction, and 021 # &. 0 
Corollary 4.5. For a strictly coherent design of type (2, 2; 4), either 
(1) x2 + 4(x2 - dh(X2 - x3) - p&(k - xj) +pTl(k -x2)) is a square, and all 
the eigenvalues are rational, where x = ptl(x2 - xj) - p:,(x, -x3) + p:,(x, -x2), 
or (2) (v - b)x - 2(x2 - x~)((v - l)(N, - P,) + n,) = 0, and z2 = z3 = (b - v)/2. 
Proposition 4.6. If a strictly coherent design of type (2, 2; 4) has k = 3, then the 
design is trivial, that is, every 3-subset is a block. 
Proof. We have k = 3, xl = 2, x2 = 1, and x3 = 0. Note there can be no block 
which intersects both of two disjoint blocks in two points, so p& = 0. Now, 
P, = n,/(v - 3) and n l s (s)c” T3) = 3(v - 3), so n, can only be v - 3, 2(v - 3), or 
3(v - 3). Using Proposition 4.3, n, = 3(A - l), so A = n,/3 + 1, r = A(v - l)/(k - 
l), andn2=3r-6A+3. 
If nl=v - 3, then A = v/3, r = v(v - I)/6, MI = 2(v - 3)/3, B, = 1, and n2 = 
(v - 2)(v - 3)/2. It follows that pi1 = 2v/3, so p:, = 4v/(3(v - 2)). But this is 
only an integer for v - 3 or 6, and for each of these one of the n; is 0, so 
nl#v-3. 
If nl = 2(v - 3), pfl = 2(4v - 15)/(3(2v - 7)) which is never an integer. 
Therefore, n , = 3(v - 3). Then b = v(v - l)(v - 2)/6, and every three poitits 
form a block. Cl 
We now consider the c.c’s of type (2,2; 4) associated with quasi-symmetric 
designs. The c.c is then a refinement of the (2,2; 3) C.C. generated by the design. 
We will assume in general that the relations are numbered so that x2 = x3, and 
say that the refinement is on intersection size x2. 
Proposition 4.7. If % is a C.C. of type (2, 2; 4) with x2 = xx, then (X ,, X2, fh) is a 
quasi-symmetric design with parameters v, b, k, r, A, and intersection sizes x 1 and 
x2* 
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Proposition 4.8. For a C.C. of type (2, 2; 4) with x2 = x3, the parameters may be 
expressed in terms of v, k, x1, x2, n2, and pz2 as follows. 
a= 
k(k - l)(k -x1)@ -x2) 
k4 - 2k3 - ((x1 +x2 - l)(v - 1) - l)k2 + x1x2v(v - 1) ’ 
b=Av(v-l) bk 
k(k - 1) ’ 
r=- 
V’ 
4 = 1 (k(r - 1) -x2(6 - l)), n3=b-(l+n,+n,), 
Xl -x2 
Ni = xinilk, i = 1,2,3, 6 = (k - xi)nif(v - k), 
p:1 = 
1 
P,(k2 - 21x21, 
1 
W, - x2) “I = k(x, -x2) 
P2(k2 - vx2), 
8 H=NI-PI, &=N2- P2, @,,=N,-P,, 
8 21 = 631 = (k - x,)/(x, -XI), 
8 22 = i(pz2 -pz2 + yi), where 
Y =(PZ2- P322j2 + 4 ( 122 - 
(k - x2)~:2 + (k - x,)p% 
( x1 -x2) (Xl -x2) ) ’ 
e = f(pl2 - pz2 - yg, 
Or= (k -xJ/(x, -x2) - 6)i2, i = 2,3, 
21 = v - 1, 
z2 = i[b - v + ((v - b)(ps2 -pz2) - 2((v - l)(N2 - p2) + n,))/yi], 
z3=b-v-z2. 
Proof. These follow from Theorem 4.2 and the parameter equations for 
quasi-symmetric designs in [lo, Section 91. We give details for some of them. 
pz*: Solve the following equation, using x2 =x3. 
x3N + (k -x,)P, =xlPL +x2ph +x3pL 
n1 =Pil +P;l +p321* 
p&: Solve for p:2 =p&, 
x3& + (k - x3)4 = xlp:, + x2p;2 + x3pi2, 
nz=PT2+Pi2+P332* 
The formulas for 021 and 031 are obtained by solving the system 
k +x,@i, +x20i2+x30i3=0, 
1 + @iI + bi2 + 0i3 = 0, i = 2, 3. 
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These also give equations for t& in terms of &. From the rank 4 characters, we 
have 
(0 1 2 i2 =n2+Pi20il +p$20i2+pz2ei3, i=2, 3. 
Substituting Oil and 0i3, we get a quadratic equation with solutions @22 and 032. 
#322 is arbitrarily chosen to be the larger solution. 
Solving the equations 
z2 + z3 = b - 1 - z1 and 022z2 + 032z3 = -n2 - e12z, 
for z2 and substituting e12, 022, 032 and zl gives the value for z2. Cl 
Note that if we renumber the relations so x2 #x3, the formulas for the 
characters and multiplicities are exactly those of Proposition 4.3. 
The formula for z2 requires that 022 # 032. The proof is similar to that of 
Proposition 4.4. 
Corollary 4.9. For a (2, 2; 4) refinement of a quasi-symmetric design, either 
(1) t&2 - pZ212 + 4W2 - (k - ~zIP~zI(XI - x2) + (k + xdpZ2k -x2)) in a 
square and all the eigenvalues are rational, or 
(2) (v - b)(pz2 -pz2) - 2((v - 1)(N2 - P2) + n2) = 0, and z2 = z3 = (n - v)/Z 
5. Block configumtians 
The block configuration of a coherent configuration of type (2,2; 4) is a rank 4 
c.c., and hence an association scheme with three associate classes. In this section 
we will consider the problem of starting with a rank 4 C.C. and determining the 
(2,2; 4) c.c.‘s (if any) for which it is the block configuration. 
The main tool is the equation Oli = Ni - fl. From this, and equations (2.5) and 
(2.6), it follows that for i = 1, 2, 3, 
(5.1) Xi = (l/vJ(&k + (ni - &)k2/v), and 
(5.2) 4 = Oli + (ni - B1i)kfV. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose 9 is a strictly coherent design of type (2,2; 4) whose block 
configuration has the same intersection umbers as that of Y(5, 8,24). Then 9 is 
isomorphic to Y(5, 8, 24) or its complement. 
roof. A design and its complement have the same block configuration, so we 
assume k G v/2, and find the parameters of the design. 
The intersection numbers of the block configuration determine the character- 
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multiplicity table, which is as follows: 
1 280 448 30 1 
1 70 -56 15 23 
1 4 -12 7 252 
1 -6 8 -3 483. 
One of the multiplicities must be v - 1, and the corresponding characters are 
then 81i. There are three cases. 
Case 1: v =484. 
Then (!)I3 =3, so N3= -3 + 3k/44, and 44 must divide k, say k = 44a. 
k G v/2 = 242; and x3 = 44a(a - l)/lO, so a must be 1 or 5. However, for each of 
these values of a, Xi is not an integer. 
Case 2: v = 253. 
e = 4, so by (5.2) Nr = 4 + 12k/ll. Thus k = lla, where 1 ~a G 11. But 
x1 =%a(3a + 1)/70, which is not an integer for any such a. 
Case 3: v = 24. 
By the same methods, N1 = 70 + 35k/4 and k = 4a, with a = 1 or 2. Then 
x1 = a + a2/2, thus a = 2, and k = 8. The rest of the parameters can be calculated 
from these, and it follows from the parameters and Theorem 5.2 below that this 
is a 5-(24,&l) design, and hence is the unique Steiner system 9’(5,8,24). Cl 
Theorem 5.2 [13]. Let 9 be a S.C. design of type (2,2; 4). For 2 < t 6 k, 
with equality if and only if 9 is a t-design. 
Remark. It follows from a theorem of Brouwer [S] that the block configuration of 
9(5,8,24) is determined as a homogeneous rank 4 C.C. by its intersection 
numbers. 
The rectangular lattice scheme R(n2, n 1) is 
X is the cet of pairs (i, j) with 1 G i G nl + 1, 
relations are agreeing in the first coordinate, 
and not agreeing in either coordinate. 
reposition 5.3. R(n2, nl) is not the block 
(2,2; 4). 
defined as follows (see, e.g., [15]): 
1 <j < n2 + 1, and the non-identity 
agreeing in the second coordinate, 
configuration for any c.c. of type 
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roof. R(nz, n,) has character multiplicity table 
1 nl n2 n1n2 1 
1 -1 n2 -n2 n1 
1 n, -1 -n, n2 
1 -1 -1 1 nln2 
so the possibilities for 21 are nI + 1, n2 + 1, and n,n2 + 1. 
Let 9 be the design associated with a C.C. of type (2,2; 4) with this block 
configuration. Note that the block graph 4 is a disjoint union of n2 + 1 complete 
graphs on n, + 1 vertices, and this partitions the blocks into classes 
31, 932, * l l 9 %Q+l. If p is a point of 9, and B E @, there are N, + 1 blocks of 3; 
containing p if peB and P, if p$B, so N,+l=P,, and &,=A+P,=-1. 
Similarly & is a disjoint union of complete graphs, and this implies 012 = - 1. 
Therefore z, must be nln2, and r~ = nln2 + 1. 
NOW e13 = 1, SO N3 = 1 + k - 2k/(nln2 + 1), so we can write 2k = (n1n2 + 1)a 
for some integer a. Then 
P,=1+N,=(n1+l)a/2~nl, 
so a = 1, and k = (n1n2 + 1)/2. 
Xl =1,-k + (n, + l)k2/(nln2 + 1)) = k(n, - 1)/(2n,), 
n, 
therefore n, divides k. But 2k = n ,n2 + 1, so n, divides n gz2 + 1, and n, must be 
1. 
Thus r~ = n2 + 1, and k = (n2 + 1)/2. By (2.17), 
x2= (n2 + l)(n2 - 1 jl@n2), 
which implies n2 = 1 and k = 1, a contradiction since 9 is a Zdesign. Cl 
6. Imprimitivity 
A homogeneous C.C. is primitive if the graphs of the relations are all connected, 
and imprimitive otherwise. We will call a (2,2; 4) C.C. and its associated design 
primitive or imprimitive as its block configuration is primitive or imprimitive. 
Theorem 6.1 [7]. The following are equivalent for a homogeneous c. c. (8 of rank 
s. 
(1) % is imprimitive. 
(2) A proper union of the relations J is an equivalence relation. 
(3) For some integer s ’ with 0 < s ’ c s - 1, p$ = 0 whenever 
(ordering the relations suitably ). 
i, j=Xs', k >s’ 
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If a (2,2; 4) c.c. is imprimitive, we can partition the blocks into classes called 
~~p~~~~ti&y c~~,w,.s according to the connected components of the disconnected 
graph; these are also the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation in (2). 
If the design associated with a (2,2; 4) C.C. has repeated blocks, it is imprimitive 
since the block graph for intersection size k is a union of complete graphs. We 
will as usual assume no repeated blocks. 
If 4 is not connected, then one of the following must occur: 
(6.1) p:l = p;~ = 0, 
(6.2) p:~ = p;~ = 0, 
(6.3) pT1 = pst = 0. 
Equations (6.2) and (6.3) are equivalent by renumbering f2 and f3. Analogous 
conditions hold if r2 or r3 is not connected. 
We can use this to divide the imprimitive c.c.‘s of type (2,2; 4) into three cases. 
It is easy to express these in terms of parameter conditions, but it is also the 
natural division based on combinatorial considerations. 
In the quasi-symmetric ase, it follows immediately from Proposition 4.8 that 
p& = 0 if and only if p& =pil = 0. The associated , quasi-symmetric design is 
imprimitive, and we describe all refinements of such design below. 
If p& #0, assume w.1.o.g. that Ii is not connected, so pfl =pfl = 0. We will 
show that this implies x2 #x3; if the design is quasi-symmetric, we can assume 
Xl = x3. The designs based on systems of linked symmetric designs are of this 
type, and we characterize them. 
The remaining case is p& = p& = 0, three intersection sizes (renumberingh and 
f3 if necessary). It follows from the parameter conditions (Theorem 4.1) that 
PZI = p:1= PL = 0 if and only if x2 = x3, so in this case, pT1 #O. 
We will require the following definitions. 
A resolution of a design (8, 9, F) is a partition 9 = 3, U s U l l l U Bd of the 
blocks into classes such that p is in ai blocks of Bi for all points p. It is a 
o-resolution if 0, = 0 for all i. The resolution is inner if any two blocks from the 
same class meet in p points; it is outer if any two blocks from different classes 
meet in /? points. A strong resolution is a a-resolution which is both inner and 
outer, and then we say the design is strongly resolvable (see [14] for example). A 
strongly resolvable design with p = 0 is also called an afine design. The 
imprimitive quasi-symmetric designs are just the strongly resolvable designs. 
Case 1: p& =pfl =p:, = 0. 
If this parameter condition holds, then x2 =x3 and the associated design is 
quasi-symmetric and imprimitive, hence is strongly resolvable. The c.c.‘s of 
Example 12 satisfy this condition, and these are in fact all of them. 
Theorem 6.2. Stippose % is a C.C. of type (2,2; 4) with p& =P:~ = p;, = 0. Then 
the design associated with % is sirongly resolvable, with a refinement based on a 
strongly reguiar graph as in Example 12. 
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Proof. Suppose X2 = 93* U i& U l l l U Bd is the partition of the blocks into 
imprimitivity classes. Then two blocks B and C intersect in x1 points if and only if 
they are in the same class. From the parameter conditions, pi2 = n2 and pi3 = n3; 
and therefore the relationship between two blocks in different classes depends 
only on those classes. 
Define a graph ran d vertices by making i adjacent to j if (B, C) ~f2 for some 
(and hence all) B E S$ and C E Bj. Then i is adjacent to n2/1Seil = n,/(n, + 1) 
vertices, so r is regular. Vertices i and j are both adjacent to p$2/(nl + 1) vertices 
if i is adjacent to j and to pz2(nl + 1) vertices if not. Therefore, r is a strongly 
regular graph with the same relation to the refinement as in Example 12. Cl 
The blocks of a strongly resolvable design in the same imprimitivity class 
intersect in the larger intersection size [14], hence a refinement as above is on the 
larger intersection size. If there is a refinement on the smaller intersection size, 
then p& = pT1 = nl, as relation fi is pairs of blocks in different block classes of the 
strong resolution. Then p& + p& = 0 and this implies pfl = pT1 = 0, a contradic- 
tion. Hence the refinement of the previous theorem is the only refinement of a 
strong resolvable design. 
Case 2: p& = piI = 0, p& # 0. 
If a (2,2; 4) c.c. satisfies pfl = pfl = 0, p& # 0, then x2 #x3. We treat the cases 
of two and three intersection sizes together, and assume contrary to our practice 
earlier that if there are two intersection sizes, then x1 =x3. 
Examples with three intersection sizes are the designs based on systems of 
linked symmetric designs (Example 5). For two intersection sizes, the examples 
with parallelisms (Examples 8, 9, and 11) are of this type; in fact any parallelism 
of a quasi-symmetric design such that not all blocks are parallel defines an 
imprimitive (2,2; 4) refinement. 
Let X2= %,U@U* l l U CBd be the partition of the blocks into imprimitivity 
classes. Using the intersection matrices, we get that p:l = nl - 1, and hence that 
any two blocks from the same imprimitivity class intersect in x1 points. The 
following theorem characterizes Example 5. 
Theorem 6.3. If 9 is a design associated with a C.C. of type (2, 2; 4) such that 
PiI = p:, =0, p& #O, and v = 1 tS!lil r then 9 is based on a system of linked 
symmetric designs. 
Before proving the theorem, we will describe the intersection matrices and 
character-multiplicity ables for any of these designs. We first show pzt =p;, - 1, 
and P, = N1 + i; the rest of the rank 4 intersection matrices follow from these and 
the parameter equations in Theorems 1.1 and 2.2. 
If B E 9i and C E %j, the number of other blocks of S?j intersecting B in x2 
points is p& if 1 B n C( = x2, and p& if IB n Cl = x3. Obviously both kinds occur 
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since p& # 0, so p& + 1 = p&. A similar argument, taking a point p and a block B 
of Se,, and counting the number of blocks of LBi containing p gives IV, + 1 = PI. 
Now n2 = (d - I)&,, n3 = (d - l)(nl f 1 -p&), (k2 -xlv)n, = k(v -k), and 
(x2 -x3)& = (k - Xl)(k2 -X3U)/(k2 -x+). 
Proposition 6.4. A C.C. of type (2,2; 4) with pT1 =pTl = 0, p& # 0, has the 
following rank 4 intersection matrices, where d iv the number of block classes, and 
x=nl+l-p;,: 
0 1 0 0 
nl nl -1 0 0 
0 0 Pk- 1 P321 
00 x n, -p% 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 P&-l P321 
p%d 1) P%(P% 
- 
Md 
- 
1) xp’ - 4 p&(d - 2) -p:1 P322 
0 xp%d - 1) 
nl 
p%d - 1) - ~32 
0 .$. 0 1 
0 0 n1 + 1 -pgl nl -P& 
xp%(d 1) 
- 
0 xP% 
nl P231 
p;,(d - 1) - ~322 
x(d 1) x@ l)(nl - -P&> xfp%d 2) - - -P:) 
al P321 
Cx -p&W - 2) + p;2- 
The block configuration has character-multiplicity table 
1 nt p&(d - 1) x(d - 1) 
1 -1 N2-P2 N3 - P3 
1 4 
(x3 - x&z, +x3-k (x, -x2)n1 + k -x2 
x2-x3 x2-x3 
1 -1 -+-X,)/(x2---3) (k--x,)/(x,--x,) 
hoof. This follows from the preceding remarks and Theoren 1 1.1. Cl 
1 
V- 1 
d-l 
dn,-v+l. 
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Note that if p& = 1, then r2 is also not connected, so we can write 
sB=sB;us;u~** U %, where any two blocks of %?J intersect in x2 points, and 
ai intersects 9; in one block. Any block is in a unique such intersection, ~0 
labeling the blocks by pairs (i, j), (1 G i G d, 1 <j 6 d’, we can see that this is the 
rectangular lattice scheme R(d, d’). However, by Proposition 5.2, that scheme is 
never the block configuration of a C.C. of type (2,2; 4), and therefore P& > 1. 
There is a lot of structure inherent in these c.c.‘s. 
Lemma 6.5. Let 4 be the incidence relation of the associated esign restricted to 
X1 X Se,. (Xi, Se,, 4) is a d& 2-design if x1 # 0. 
Proof. The incidence structure (X1, Se,, 4) clearly has ZI points, nI + 1 blocks, k 
points per block, and a point is in N1 + 1 blocks of Se,, therefore this is a l-design. 
Any two blocks of !JBi intersect in x1 points, therefore, if xl #0, it is a dual 
2-design. Cl 
IfXl = 0, then P1 = 1, and therefore intersection size 0 defines a parallelism on 
the blocks. Then the blocks of the l-design defined above are disjoint, so in 
particular n1 + 1 = u/k. 
Lemma 6.6. The incidence structure (Se,, ajg &j-)9 i #j, where l$j is f2 restricted to 
Se, X 3’9 is a l-design. 
Proof. For given block B E 3i, there are pzl blocks C of Bj with (B, C) ~f2, and 
the same holds interchanging i and j, so the incidence structure is a l-design. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. We will show that the sets X1, !3&, Bz, . . . , Bd together 
with the relations 4 and e- form a system of linked symmetric designs. 
Since 21 = IIBil, we have x1 # 0 and (X,, 93i, I$) is a symmetric 2-design for all i. 
Then for i #j, (X1, 93i, l$) and (X1, %j, 4) are symmetric designs on the same 
point set such that any block of 99i intersects any block of Bj in one of the two 
intersection sizes. 
Clearly (X,, %i U Bj, 4 U 5) is a 2-design. We define relations on the blocks by 
the restriction of the relations on all the blocks. We will show that the conditions 
(2.1)-(2.4) hold, and thus the design defines a C.C. of type (2,2; 4). 
Clearly (2.1) and (2.2) hold. If p E X1, and B E 9i U Bj, then the number of 
blocks C E 93i U Bj containing p with (B, C) ~fi is N1 or P1 as p E B OP cot, and 
(2.3) holds. If B1 and B2 are blocks in 9i U !Bj, then number of blocks C with 
(&, C) ~fi and (&, C) ~fi is nl - 1 if (B,, B,) ~fi, and 0 otherwise. Therefore 
(2.4) holds, and the design is one associated with a C.C. of type (2,2; 4). 
Now given Bl, B2 E 93i, the number of C E Bj with (B,, C) ~f2 and (&, C) ~f2 
is a constant, so the incidence structure (Bi, Bj, l$) is a 2-design which is obviously 
symmetric. The remaining conditions for a systen! oL a. 6 iinked symmetric designs are 
easily checked. Cl 
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If the design associated with the C.C. of type (2,2; 4) is quasi-symmetric, so 
Xl =x3, then p% = ~$2 = P%P& - l)(d - l)/ni. Since any two blocks in the same 
class intersect in x1 points, the resolution defined by the imprimitivity classes is inner. 
Proposition 6.7. Zf % is a cc. of type (2,2; 4) with p& = pzl = 0 and x1 = x3, then 
the imprimitivity classes define an inner o-resolution (which is not outer) of the 
associated esign. Conversely, any inner a-resolution (which is not outer) of a 
quasi-symmetric design defines a (2,2; 4) refinement with p& = piI = 0, by taking 
fi to be the resolution. 
Proof. We have already shown the first part of the proposition. 
Suppose X2 = !B1 U ZB2 U l l l U 9Bd is an inner a-resolution of a quasi-symmetric 
design (Xi, X2, F) with intersection sizes a and b, such that any two blocks in the 
same class intersect in b points. Define a refinement by 
fi = {(B, C): B and C are in the same class], 
f2 = {(B, C): ]B n Cl = a}, 
h = {(B, C): ]B n Cl = b, B and C are in different classes}. 
Then conditions (2.1)-(2.4) are easily checked, and this is a (2,2; 4) refinement 
of the quasi-symmetric design. Note that the resolution cannot be outer or we 
would have h = 0. Cl 
Ray-Chauduri and Wilson in [16] investigated the existence of designs with 
a-resolutions. They prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.8 1161. Given k 2 2, there exists a constant C(k) such that if v 2 C(k) 
and v = k (mod k(k - l)), then there exists a 2-(v, k, 1) design with a l-resolution. 
They also point out that C(3) = C(4) = 1. A l-resolution is clearly inner, so 
many examples of inner resolutions of quasi-symmetric designs exist. 
Case 3: p& =P:~ = 0, three intersection sizes. 
The designs based on an affine design and a quasi-symmetric design (Example 
6) are of this type. 
Let 31, % l l - J Bd be the imprimitivity classes. Let rii be the connected 
component of r1 corresponding to %i. Our main result is the following. 
Theorem 6.9. (1) rii is a connected strongly regular graph with parameters 
(nI + n2 + 1, nI, piI, p&) and has connected complement. 
(2) Let Z$ be the incidence fs restricted to X1 x $Bim (Xl, 93i, 4) is a l-design with 
two block intersection sizes which is not a 2-design. 
This contrasts with the previous case, where the corresponding structure . __ (A 1, Bi, 1”;: j is a 2-design in the only example we know of, the designs based on a 
system of linked symmetric designs. 
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Proof. From pfl # 0, pi1 = 0, we have that two blocks intersect in x1 or x2 points 
if and only if they are in the same class. Hence I9!3il= n I + n2 + 1. Two blocks are 
adjacent in cl if they intersect in xl points, so the graph is regular with valency 
nl. The number of vertices adjacent to two adjacent vertices is Pi*, and the 
number adjacent to two non-adjacent vertices is p&. Therefore the graph is 
strongly regular, and connected since p& # 0. 
The complement of Iii is strongly regular with parameters (nl + n2 + 
I, n2, ~$2, p&)* Assume p& = 0, that is, the complement is not connected. p12 = 0 
and piI = 0 imply ~$1 = 0, p& = 0, and ptl = nl. Then from (4.7), xlN1 + (k - 
x,)P, = xln l, and it follows that k2 = xl V. 
However, consider a point p and a block B E S?im If p E B, there are N1 + N2 + 1 
blocks of Se, containing p; if p $ B, there are Pl + P2 blocks of ai containing p; 
and both types of blocks occur, so 1 + Nl + N2 = PI + P2. Then by (4.3) and (4.4), 
P3 = N3 which implies k2 = x3u, and the design is quasi-symmetric, a contradic- 
tion; and we have shown (1). 
(Xi, 9&, fi) has k points per block and a given point is in 1 + N1 + N2 blocks, so 
it is a l-design with v points and 1 + nl + n2 blocks. Note that if p is a point, B a 
block, then there are Ni blocks containing p intersecting B in Xi points if p E B and 
P if p $ B, for i = 1,2. 
The argument that k2 = x+ holds in general for case 3, which implies that 
pg2 = 0. We can therefore interchange fi and fi if necessary and assume xl > x2. 
Let Gli be the adjacency matrix of Gi, and suppose Gli has eigenvalues n,, I, 
and s with multiplicities 1, f and g respectively, where r > 0 and s c 0. Now we 
can write Ai = diag(G1i, G12, . . . , Gld), hence A 1 has eigenvalues nl, r and s 
with multiplicities d, df and dg respectively. From the character-multiplicity table 
for the block configuration, we have therefore that oil= nl, and Zi = d - 1, for 
some i E {1,2,3}. 
Suppose (X,, 9i, 4) is a 2-design, so it is quasi-symmetric. Then the block 
graph for intersection size xl is Iii, and it follows that r = N1 - PI and f = v - 1, 
see [lo]; so (?I1 = r and z1 =df =d(v - 1). But zl =V - 1, so d must be 1, a 
contradiction. Therefore (X1, 9$, 4) cannot be a 2-design. Cl 
We will finish by giving the rank 4 intersection matrices and character- 
multiplicity tables for these designs, insofar as they can be determined. We start 
with a lemma on intersection sizes. 
Lemma6.10. Eitherxl>x3>x2, orx2>x3>xl. 
Proof. Assume x1 > x3 and x2 > x3. Then xlu - k2 > x3v - k2 = 0, so 
Nl - PI = q(qv - k2)/(k(v - k)) > 0, 
and similarly N2 - P2 “> 0. Thus N 1 - P + N - P2 2 2; but _N: - PI i N2 - P2 = : “2 
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P3-N3-l= - 1, contradiction. In the same way, if x1 < x3 and x2 < x3, then 
N,-P,+N2-P2s -2, again a contradiction. Cl 
We can use this to determine the eigenvalues of Al in terms of the eigenvalues 
r and s of &. Assume x1 )x3 >x2. 
If 011 =nl, then 
Nl- PI = n,(~lv - k’)/(k(v - k)) = n,, 
so k = xl, but we are assuming no repeated blocks. 811 = Nz - PI > 0, so &, must 
be r and q = u!! We also know z1 = v - 1, so d divides v - 1. 
021 and &, are numbered so 021 3 031, hence @21 =n,, 031 = S, z2 = d - 1, and 
z3 = dg. 
The intersection matrices of the block configuration can be expressed in terms 
of nl, n2, and pfl as follows, where n3 = (d - l)(nl + n2 + 1): 
0 1 0 0 
PG2 
nl nl-- PL 0 
n1 
o P&n;! 
n1 
0 0 
n, -PL 0 
0 h 
0 0 1 0 
o PG2 
n1 -PL 0 
n1 
An2 
n2 n2-- 
n1 
n2+pf,-n,-1 0 
0 0 0 n2 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 nl 
0 0 0 n2 
n3 n3 n3 (d - 2)(nI + n2 + 1). 
The character-multiplicity able for the block configuration is 
1 no n2 n3 
1 r -(r+l) 0 
1 no n2 -n,-n2-1 
1 s -(s+l) 2 
1 
v-l 
d-l 
b-v-d+l. 
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